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Position  
Description 
 

Position Title Data Engineering lead, GP 
Training 

Reporting to 
Senior Manager Business 
Insights and Intelligence  

Business Unit Corporate Services Direct reports   0 

Classification   Level F Date   March 2024  

Our Organisation 

The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners (RACGP) is the voice of General Practitioners (GPs) in our 

growing cities and throughout rural and remote Australia. For more than 60 years, we’ve supported the backbone of 

Australia’s health system by setting the standards for education and practice and advocating for better health and 

wellbeing for all Australians.  

We cultivate a stronger profession by helping the GPs of today and tomorrow continue their professional development 

throughout their careers, from medical students and GPs in training to experienced GPs. We develop resources and 

guidelines to support GPs in providing their patients with world-class healthcare and help with the unique issues that 

affect their practices. We’re a point of connection for GPs serving communities in every corner of the country.  

Australia’s GPs see more than two million patients each week, and support Australians through every stage of life. The 

scope of general practice is unmatched among medical professionals, so the RACGP supports members to be involved 

in all areas of care, including aged care, mental health, preventative care and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Health.  

Patient-centred care is at the heart of every Australian general practice and at the heart of everything we do.  

Our Values 

RACGP Employees are expected to uphold our workplace values: 

 

Progressive leadership Forward thinking and proactive leaders who lead by example and empower 

employees to create and drive innovation 

 

 

Quality Honouring our Organisational Vision and Mission Statement by constantly striving for excellence in 

service delivery and advancement in the field 

 

 

Ethics Committed to acting with morality, integrity and transparency in serving the best interests of all 

stakeholders 

 

 

Professionalism Dedicated professionals who respect and collaborate with others and are fully 

accountable for their actions. 
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Your Team 

The Business Intelligence and Insights (BII) team views analytics as a foundational enterprise capability which can both 
inform and influence strategic and operational success through a holistic view of data. The objectives of BII are to 
embody RACGP’s strategic priorities and deliver greater visibility of secure enterprise data and governance. 

The BII team is a shared service within the Corporate Services business unit and serves to inspire a data-driven culture 
to grow analytics literacy and capability across the College workforce to enable evidence-based decision making. 

 

Your Role 

This role will work closely with the GP Training business unit that delivers the community-based General Practice 
Training Program which is the specialist training program to train medical doctors in general practice as a key component 
of the Department of Health’s Australian General Practice Training (AGPT) Program.  

This role is critical to enabling GP Training to have the required ongoing performance data, analytics and reports to 
enable operational efficacy. The Data Engineering Lead, GP Training reports to the Senior Manager Business Insights 
and Intelligence and are responsible for designing, building and maintaining the infrastructure that supports data storage, 
processing, and retrieval. They work with large data sets and develop data pipelines that move data from source systems 
to data warehouses, data lakes, and other data storage and processing systems, primarily for reporting and analytics 
requirements, but occasionally for other operational purposes too. 

Focusing on GP Training, the primary responsibility of the Data Engineering Lead, GP Training is to manage the design, 
development, testing, implementation, productionisation and maintenance of data pipelines (previously called extract, 
transform and load (ETL/ELT) processes) to obtain data from the RACGP’s many source systems and make this data 
available in a reporting-efficient format, primarily in the RACGP’s cloud data warehouse, and also for other reporting and 
analysis purposes.  

You will primarily use Azure Data Factory pipelines, as well as various other methods to transform raw data into useful 

data and information for reporting and analytics. Overall, you’ll strive for efficiency by aligning data systems with business 

goals. You will also contribute to the overall improvement of the RACGP’s data quality and adhere to data governance 

principles and processes. 

To succeed in this role, you should have strong analytical skills and the ability to combine data from different sources. 

Data engineer skills also include familiarity with several programming languages and knowledge of learning machine 

methods. The successful data engineer also manages the data pipelines and other data orchestration capabilities 

through the DevOps process, through development, test and production cycles and environments. 

Key Responsibilities  

• Work closely with and collaborating with the GP Training business unit to understand their ongoing performance 

reporting and tracking requirements to ensure operational efficacy and efficiency. 

• Manage and maintain the RACGP’s cloud data warehouse and the Azure Data Factory pipelines that feed it 

• Access, extract, analyse and organise raw data  

• Manage and build data systems and especially functional and efficient Azure Data Factory pipelines 

• Lead the sourcing of data and making it available to address business needs and objectives 

• Assemble large, complex data sets that meet functional / non-functional business requirements. 

• Identify, design, and implement internal process improvements: automating manual processes, optimizing data 

delivery, re-designing infrastructure for greater scalability, etc. 

• Interpret trends and patterns 

• Conduct complex data analysis and report on results  

• Prepare data for prescriptive and predictive modelling 

• Build algorithms and prototypes 

• Combine raw information from different sources 

• Explore ways to enhance data quality and reliability 

• Identify opportunities for efficient data acquisition 

• Develop analytical and data-related algorithms, toolsets and programs 

• Collaborate with data scientists and architects on several projects 
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• Collaborate with IT on DBA tasks, database optimisation, data sourcing, system access and DevOps processes 

• Collaborate with cloud and other architects 

• Work hand-in-hand with the Business Intelligence and Insights reporting team to address business needs for 

reporting and analytics 

• Comply with all relevant workplace policies and procedures. 

• Other duties as required 

Qualifications and Experience 

Essential  

• Previous experience as a data engineer or ETL analyst or in a similar role 

• Technical expertise with data models, ETL processes, Azure pipelines 

• Knowledge of programming languages (e.g. Java and Python) 

• Hands-on experience with SQL database design, database definition and data manipulation 

• Hands-on experience with database and process optimisation, in terms of performance, efficiency, scalability 

error handling and maintainability 

• Advanced SQL skills 

• Excellent programming skills 

• Great numerical and analytical skills 

• Experience with DevOps processes 

• Strong program adherence organisational skills 

• Understanding of data warehousing and reporting principles and processes 

• Understanding of the broader data architecture environment, processes and governances 

• Understanding of data security and privacy and related approaches and techniques to ensure data protection 

• Experience performing root cause analysis on internal and external data and processes for error handling, 

debugging and to answer specific business questions and identify opportunities for improvement 

• Experience supporting and working with cross-functional teams in a dynamic environment 

• Masters Degree in Computer Science, IT, Data Science or similar field 

 

Highly Desirable  

• Data engineering certification (e.g Microsoft Azure Data Engineer)  

• Advanced SQL certification 

• Working knowledge of message queuing, stream processing, and highly scalable ‘big data’ data stores 

• Knowledge in the health and/or education sector or ability to rapidly acquire knowledge in an industry sector 

 

Your Relationships 

Your role requires interaction with internal and external stakeholders including: 

Internal: 

• GP Training business unit 

• Business Intelligence and Insights team 

• IT, especially DBAs, cloud and other architects, DevOps roles 

• Source system SMEs 

• Business Analysts 

• BII program coordinator 

• Key stakeholders and SME in training, membership and other business areas 

External: 

• Source system vendors 

• Other external stakeholders as required 


